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that either]'6has a five variable alternating 1-tree or h5=g6, degenerate n variable function with a smaller maximum
in which case]6 is independent of xi, a contradiction. alternating 1-tree have failed. If this lower bound could be

b) Since f7 has a six-variable subfiunction, it must established, a better upper bound on the test length, n
have an alternating 1-tree of at least five variables by a). The + [(n-1)/2], would follow by the arguments of Section II.
following three functions have maximum alternating 1-trees However, this must remain a conjecture.
of five, six, and seven variables, respectively:f7l= x1x2x5x6x7 Another problem is to develop an efficient algorithm for
+X3X4XB'X6'X7_; f72=x7/.f61; f73 =X. X7 finding minimum length terminal stuck-fault tests. The

Corollary 3: For n> 6, a realization off, can be tested for method described following Lemma 1 will yield a test of
terminal stuck-faults with no more than 2n --4 input combi- length n+ 1 rather easily for n<5 because a single 1-tree set
nations. of n elements is guaranteed to exist (with one exceptional

Proof: If n = 6,f, has an alternating 1-tree of at least five case). For all n, one may combine input combinations from
variables, and for n> 6,f, has a subfunction of six variables, 1-tree sets with those in one or more "input-set tests" (see
from Lemma 2, so that an alternating 1-tree of at least five [5]) to find complete tests that may be shorter than n+ 1. The
variables always exists. Therefore, at least five inputs can be constants required in input-set tests are obtained by using
tested for stuck faults, using only six input combinations, the input variables tested by the 1-tree sets.
remaining (n -5) requiring at most two combinations each
for a maximum of 6+2(n-5)=2n-4. REFERENCES
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Proof: This has already been proven for n<7. For n> 5
(when the formula gives values less than n), the following
function satisfies the theorem

fn=xk+1 X2kX2k+1 X2k+h+Xl XkX'2k+l X12k+h A Decomposition Method of Determining

where for n odd, h=3, k=n-3/2; for n even, h=4, k Maximum Compatibles
= (n-4)/2. P. K. SINHA ROY, MEMBER, IEEE, AND C. L.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Abstract-A direct method of determining the maximum compatibility
Although the maximum size alternating 1-tree is useful sets of an incompletely specified flow table of a sequential machine is

in establishing an upper bound on the length of a terminal presented. Subsets of pairwise incompatibles are utilized to decompose
stuck-fault test, it cannot be expected to provide information

the set of all states in a step-by-step process into the maximum compati-
bles in a few steps. The method is simpler and faster than previously

for a least upper bound in all cases because tests based on reported tabular, algebraic, and graphical techniques.
alternating k-trees are not the most general possible. For Index Terms-Decomposition tree, flow table, incompletely specified
the functions exhibited in Theorem 3, a test based on alter- sequential machines, pairwise incompatibles.
nating k-trees would require n+2 input combinations, al-
though a test of length n -1 (for n odd) or n-2 (for n even) I. INTRODUCTION
can be constructed by other reasoning. It may well be that The problem of state minimization of incompletely speci-
n+ 1 is a least upper bound oin the test length for arbitrary fied sequential machines has been dealt with by a number of
f, as has been proven to be the case for n< 5. This is an open workers, the main contributors being Ginsberg [1], Paull and
question. Unger [2], Grasselli and Luccio [3], Meisel [4], and Kella
The best upper bound we have been able to establish is [5]. In most of these works a knowledge of the maximum

2n -4 for n> 6. This is based on the existence of an alternat- compatibility sets of states is required to arrive at the mini-
ing 1-tree of five variables in every nondegenerate function mal machine. System1atic methods are presented by Paull
of six or more variables. If one could establish a better lower and Unger [2], Marcus [6], Das and Sheng [7], and Choud-
bound on the minimum size (over n variable functions) of hury et al. [8] for determining the maximum compatibles.
the maximum alternating 1-tree that appears in]',,, this bound
could be improved. We believe the minimum size is ii Manuscript received June 5, 1971; revised October 12, 1971. This
- [(n-3)/2], a bound that we have proven for n<7. For work was supported in part by the National Research Council of
n>7, Theorem 3 only asserts that there exist functions f Canada under Grant A-1690.
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In Paull and Unger [2], the compatibility table showing and output mappings a and w, respectively, are given by

the pairwise incompatibility relations between states by
"crosses" and pairwise compatibility relations by no entries 6: XX S -*S
is first formed from the given flow table of the machine. In co: X X S - Z.

one method the compatibility table is scanned from the
rightmost column and compatible sets are formed and aug- Two states si and sj are said to be compatible (s's,) if

mented by one state if all the states compatible with the state and only if the following hold.
being scanned occur in a previously formed compatible. The 1) For any input xp for which both w(xp, si) and w(x,, sj)
process is continued until all the columns are scanned. The are specified, W(xp, si) w(x,, s,).

method becomes lengthy as the size of the table increases. 2) For any input x, such that both 6(xp, si) and 6(x,, sj)
In a second method, the incompatibility relations between are specified, s(x4,s-)-6(x, sj).
states are used in successively forming smaller subsets of Two states si and sj are incompatible (siw-x-'s1) if they are

states that do not contain pairwise incompatibles. This, as not compatible.
well as the previous method, requires (n- 1) steps to deter- A compatibility set C is a set of states such that all the

mine the set of maximum compatibles, where n is the number elements of C are pairwise compatible.
of states in the machine. Paull and Unger have also sug- A maximum compatibility set MC is a compatibility set

gested a process of decomposition of the set of all states, C such that it does not form a proper subset of any other

successively using each of the incompatibility relations for compatibility set.
determining the set of maximum compatibles. This would Let a state si be incompatible with all the states sjl, Sj2,
require k steps, 0< k< (f), to find the solution, where k is the , SjrF forming a subset Si of S, (S,CS, Sf Sj). This is

number of pairwise incompatibles and (')= 'C2 is the bi- represented as Sf-/Sj. Thus a compatible set of states C can

nomial coefficient. Thus k may greatly exceed n. The present either contain si or any subset Sj of Sj(S1CS3), but not both.

method utilizes this idea of decomposing the set of all states Consider a set of states C. The relation si,-"-,Sj decomposes
successively, but this is done not by individual incompatible the set C according to the following rules.

state pairs, but by groups of them and, as a result, the de- Rule 1: C--C if s-E$C, or 34C, or both.

composition process terminates quickly. In fact, the number Rule 2:
of steps required is always less than k whenever there is a C

single pair of pairwise incompatibles that shares a common
state between them, and when none of the pairwise incom- Si

patibles has a state in common, the number of steps required C

is k, but then k<n/2.
C

The algebraic method of Marcus [6] and Choudhury et al. Si
[8] first obtains a sum-of-products expression with each
product term corresponding to an incompatible state pair. C2

Considering the states as switching variables, the dual func-
tion is obtained. For each of the terms in the dual function if si C C, and Sj C C,

the complementary subset with respect to the set of all states where
is formed. The set of all these subsets corresponds to the
maximum compatibles. The process thus involves three C, C- si} and C2 = C -

operations: formiDg the sum-of-products expression, finding T s
* . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Thesubset of states C, and C2 will be called residue subsets

itS dual, and finally complementation of each term, anad,^.itnseduantly,tandfi comletmentationofdeaheterm,nman of C with respect to si and Sj, respectively, and will be repre-
consequently, takes more time In determining the maximum sete as
compatibles.

In the graphical approach, an incompatibility graph is C, = R(si) and C2 = R(3,)
formed by connecting all incompatible state pairs, each state
being represented as a vertex. Each isolated vertex is com- Decomposition rules I and 2 provide us with a simple tech-

patible with all other vertices and appears in all the maxi- nique to split a set of states into two residue subsets that do

mum compatible sets. The maximum compatibles are formed not contain any pair of states SiSk such that SkESi when the

by inspecting the connected portion of the incompatibility decomposing relation is si3-xSj.
graph and partitioning the same successively in disjoint sub- If we select the set of all states S as the starting node of a

sets, using the concept of a "modified cut set." The process decomposition tree in level 0, the first two residue subsets

thus involves a graphical representation and depends much R(s~i) and R(531) with respect to the first incompatibility
on inspection. relation (si~~'S3)1 form two nodes in level 1. Now, R(si1) and

R(S31) would be maximum compatibles if there were only r1
LI. THE DECOMPOSITION METHOD pairwise incompatibles of the form 5ij51, s%s32, , sijl r1

Let S== { sl, S2, , Sn. }, be the set of all the states, and being the number of states in Sj1. With the next incompati-
X== { x1, x2, , x,. }, and Z= { Zi, Z2~ , Zm },n be the set bility relation (s~~-S1S)2 selected, each of the nodes of the

of input and output alphabets, respectively. The next-state decomposition tree in level 1 branches into residue subsets
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in level 2. Residue subsets R, and R2 may appear such that TABLE I
R2DR1. In that case, R2 is retained and Rj is terminated FLOW TABLE OF MACHINE M
since R2 and R1 are both compatible for the relations tested - _- __
and R2 is the maximal compatible. All the residue subsets in X
a level t, 1< t<p, that are not terminated are thus maximum s xl x2 x8 X4
compatibles with respect to the t incompatibility relations
tested. The level p corresponds to the end of the decomposi- Si S2, - S4, - S3, -
tion process. An examination of the k pairwise incompatibles 32 S6,- - £,, 58,-
will reveal that a number of incompatibility relations of the £4 S2, - S5, - S6, - S5, -
form (sj,-Y-,Sj) can be formed for every state sjES. The total So- 56, -
number of such relations is obviously q<n. The inequality £7 S5, 1 S2, - -
q<n holds, if for some i, si-'Sj and Sj==, the null set. S8 s5, - SI, 0

However, each pairwise incompatibility relation is con- 59 - £3, - -
tained in the set of q incompatibility relations twice, and
thus not all of these relations are essential and some are TABLE II
redundant. DISTRIBUTION TABLE
A method will now be presented for selection of the

proper incompatibility relations so that starting from the set States Decomposition
of all states we can find the maximum compatibles in fewer sl £2 S3 4 S5 56 £7 S8 S5 Relations
number of decompositions. ® 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 Sr{S41 S7, S9}

Let (sj,jrSj)j be one of the q incompatibility relations such 0 1 0 2 1 2 1 1 0 S3%-{£4, £ 5}
that rl>r,, tC {2, , q}. Selecting (si-Sj)j as the first 0 1 0 1 0 (D I 1 0 S6'7'J{S7, S8}
decomposing relation, let us delete all s1 from the remaining 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
relations that have sl1ESjt, tE {2, 3, , q}. We now get
a modified set of (q- 1) relations. From this set we cho6se
the next relation using the same principle ol selection. When- previous row. This process is continued until we have "O's"
ever all the states in a particular set S., of a relation t are for all entries in the last row and a set of relations of the form
deleted, this relation becomes redundant. Finally, we are (si,-SSj)t, t= 1, 2, ,p. This is the complete set of decom-
left with only p, p <q relations as the decomposing relations. position relations.
The number of elements rt in the set Sj, satisfy An algorithm can now be given for determining the maxi-

mum compatibles.
rl > r2 > > r > 1 1 < t < P (1) Step 1: The pairwise incompatibles of a given flow table

p are formed. To do this the pairwise output incompatibles are

rt= k. (2) first obtained. Each of these pairs is then used to find new
t=1 pairs that are implied by them. This process is continued

until no new pairs are generated [1], [5].
In general, r1> 1, then pkm-i1; also, p . n-1. Therefore, Step 2: The distribution table is formed and all the decom-
the upper bound of p is min (k-1, n-1). As a special case, position relations are established.
when r1= l,p=k.n 2. Step 3: The decomposition tree is developed using each
For obtaining the decomposition relations it is not neces- relation successively. The final level residue subsets that are

sary to write first all the q incompatibility relations. They can not terminated correspond to the desired maximum com-
be directly obtained by using a table called the distribution patibles (residue subsets that are terminated are underlined).
table, showing the distribution of states among the pairwise Example (from Unger [9, p. 411); The incompletely speci-
incompatibles. Here all the states of the machine appear as fied machine M is represented by Table I.
column designators. The pairwise incompatibles are scanned Step 1: The pairwise incompatibles are
and the number of times each state appears among them is
recorded below each state in the distribution table. The state S6, 87}, S6, Ss};83, S,S S3, ,} SI, S}, I Si, S4}, S2, S4},
with the highest number of appearances is selected as sil (if
more than one state has the highest appearance, any one of Sl, 87}.
them can be selected). This is indicated by encircling the
entry under sj1. All the states that are incomlpatible with si Stp2r h itiuintal n h eopsto
are collected as S,l. The first decomposition relations be- relations are given in Table II.
tweenonetateandsetof stte is thsotand A seon Step 3: The decomposition tree is developed as shown in

row of the table is next formed by entering a "0O" in the Fig. 1.
column of sjl and the number of appearances of each SjU sJ Th aiujoptiiiystr
is reduced by unity. This step corresponds to deleting some 84l, 85, 87, 8, 8g}, {S 2 8, 88,Sn 8}, {S42 8, 86, Sg}
states from the incompatibility relations, as discussed earlier.
For all other states the entries remain unchanged, as the { S2, 86, 86, 59},
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(sit S2, s3S4 s5 s69 s7 sIs9}

{S2 s3, s S5,s6s7, s8s s s1 s2,s3,S5s6s8

83 54 S5 } 3 /{4135

1s24's 7S8} s 23 s6 \7 8 9 I 3ts68} s6 7S81 VS2 }

IS6 's7 ,sflJ s6 87 8) s6 fs7,s8) % s70

,s2, s4 5 S7,S8 s9S, s s s9s2' s3, s, ss2 s s ,s ,Is8s1s ,s {s56)s, sz,s3,s3s8)st,s,s,s6S

s2 ~ ~ s2 (84)

{s S s S S {s s s II)S4,s6,s1s s21S5,s6s93s2s3,s7,s 8s 3s s36s93 s1 s2's5's8}{ 1 2 5s 6 l,2S3 S2lZ3S6

Fig. 1. Decomposition tree of example.

I 2) S3, S7, S8,},{8S2, S3, 86, S1 {Sli, S28, S6, S8}, { S, 82, S 6,S On Multivalued Symmetric Functions

4S, S2, 83, 88, { Si, S2, S3, S6}. SAMUEL C. LEE, MEMBER, IEEE, AND EDWARD T. LEE,
MEMBER, IEEE,

Here, the number of states n =9, the number of pairwise Abstract-This note describes an algorithm for identifying multivalued
incompatibles is k= 8, and the number of levels of the de- symmetric switching functions using parallel processing. Some general
composition tree is. 4 properties of multivalued symmetric functions have been investigated. The

mixed multivalued symmetric switching function is defined and an
algorithm for identifying it is also presented.

111. COMMENTS
Index Terms-Function identification, mixed symmetric functions, multi-

If at any stage of forming the decomposing relations the valued logic, switching functions, symmetric functions.
incompatibility relations or successively modified sets of
them show the same number of states in Sfj, and Si'ji, the I. INTRODUCTION
sets of states incompatible with si and sj,, respectively, The binary number system has been used throughout the
si#si,, a selection process is involved, and this choice affects entire development of computer technology. The growth of
the value of p, as can be shown using the example solved computation systems and the need to process increasing
here. Otherwise, the formation of the decomposing relations volumes of data faster has resulted in the development of
does not involve any selection and p is unique. Once the large-scale integrated logic circuitry. However, the volume
decomposing relations are formed, the order of decomposi- of data continues to increase while the circuit components
tion does not affect the final result. and memory devices approach their practical limit in size

and speed.
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